
CHAPTER FOUR 

Family, Community, and 
Sociability 

CATRIEN SANTING AND ARIE VAN STEENSEL 

In 1533, the town council of Leiden in Holland decided to continue its support 
of the Latin school, which the magistrates considered to be the foundation 
of the urban community. It was the place where "all youth received their 
principles to become wise, honourable and worthy of government, by which 
the good administration, economy and prosperity of towns are maintained." 
Similarly, the magistrates of the small town of  Hulst  in Flanders employed two 
weaver masters in 1565 for a period of six years to train unemployed youths 
in their craft, hoping to pull the children of the poor out of their idleness.' 
These two examples illustrate how urbanites in Renaissance Europe valued 
knowledge and education as working for the good of both the individual and 
the community. 

This chapter explores how this attitude took form, and how it found social 
and material expression in practices of learning and training outside formal 
educational institutions in late medieval and early modern urban Europe. 
As concentrations of people and their activities, and functioning as nodes in 
networks of exchange, cities were fertile places for the production and dispersion 
of knowledge. The contextually situated urban practices of learning and 
training are approached here from a spatial perspective. Spaces and knowledge 
coproduced each other through processes of formation, accumulation, and 
dissemination. In order to capture the production of knowledge in its different 
forms and formats it should be placed in the plural, in terms of savoirs or 
"knowledges."2  The emphasis on the spatiality and plurality of knowledge 
opens a broader semantic field, covering expertise, skills, training, conduct, and 
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habitus,  and allows us to understand how a personal and collective ideal of 
"becoming knowledgeable" took root in Renaissance Europe. 

Education occurred in different settings, but three spaces of learning are 
singled out here: the domestic, the productive, and the communal. The 
boundaries of these urban spaces were permeable, so that the distinction 
between the private and the public could be traversed, allowing us to explore 
the role of family, sociability, and community in personal and collective 
educational practices in urban Western Europe between the mid-fifteenth and 
mid-seventeenth centuries. The evidence is mainly drawn from cities belonging 
to the so-called "blue banana," the corridor of urbanization that linked England 
via the Low Countries and southern Germany with Italy, to provide a well-
resourced survey, without assuming these regions to be unique in their history. 

Before turning to the home, the workshop, and the community, some of 
the key concepts need elucidation. Knowledge is understood in a functionalist 
way as the outcome of individual and collective cognitive processes. Learning 
processes encompassed mental, discursive, technical, and social procedures, 
discourses, and techniques through which individuals gave meaning to the 
world around them in order to be able to interact with it. Education, in the 
sense of the transfer of information and skills, took different forms. Whereas 
learning refers to personal development, training denotes the acquisition of 
vocational skills, and schooling refers to participation in more formalized 
educational programs. The production of "knowledges" in late medieval and 
early modern cities had practical ends but also concerned  habitus—that is, 
individual conduct and disposition—because it went hand in hand with the 
transmission and imposition of shared Christian and civic values. 

DOMESTIC SPACES: UPBRINGING AND LEARNING 

The many representations of the Holy Kinship (Figure 4.1) show that, just like 
nowadays, children started their lives at home, where they took their first steps 
toward the forging of a meaningful life. Mothers, grandmothers, fathers, and 
grandfathers, as well as people from outside the family such as private tutors, 
domestic servants, and various types of apprentices, made their contribution 
to a child's education.' The home was a multifunctional space, with many 
compartments to which its inhabitants had greater (the nuclear family) or less 
(servants and apprentices) access, although in general they intermingled. The 
kitchen-diner, living room, and bedrooms were crucial spaces for the initial 
stages of education. However, the educational possibilities of the domestic 
sphere extended beyond the living quarters, because the dividing lines between 
public and private spaces were porous  .4  The studiolo, or study, was a new feature 
of this age and the embodiment of semi-public functioning.5  Architectural 
treatises and inventories of houses convey the development of the study, which 
usually adjoined the bedroom. Sometimes these two rooms were combined with 
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a private bathroom, which highlights this room's function as a private haven 
for individual reflection. But in fact these spaces were semi-public, as they were 
frequented by children, clients, and visitors using them to conduct business 
and to admire the objects on display. This is illustrated by the famous portrait 
of Federico  da  Montefeltro (1422--82), Duke of Urbino, teaching his son 
Guidobaldo the ropes of rulership in his study, which is also an early example 
of the growing importance of the role of the pater farnilias (Figure 4.2). 
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FIGURE 4.2 Pedro Berruguete and/or Justus of Ghent, Federico  da  Montefeltro, 

c, 1480. 
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In the case of scholars, the study was also the workplace of various kinds 
of assistants,' Scholars often took in youngsters, who helped to prepare their 
work, compile information to support their research, and read proofs in 
exchange for extra tutoring. Some of these farnuli accompanied their tutors to 
various engagements at court and universities, while teaching the children in 
the household and making the most of the opportunity to develop themselves 
into leading scholars  .7  The father role of the scholar, in a domestic context 
of knowledge production and transfer, was strengthened by the habit of 
intermarriage in professional and artisanal circles. 

The same can be said for merchants, who often took in the sons of fellow 
traders. Paintings and collections of letters exemplify this educational practice 
and underline the importance of the study, where personal reflection and 
teaching took place.' Scholars and merchants were portrayed in their own 
space surrounded by the tools of their trade: books, letters, ink, pens, globes, 
clocks, and measuring and weighing instruments. Hans Holbein the Younger 
was an artist who specialized in the depiction of merchants in their natural 
habitat; obviously, the portrait of the Danzig merchant Georg Gisze, painted 
in London in 1532, is not only about outward appearance: the Latin motto  
"Nulla  sine merore voluptas" (No joy without sorrow) should be read as a piece 
of educational advice revolving around the idea of repetition and perseverance 
(Figure 4,3).9 

Even physicians, apothecaries, chemists, and astronomers performed most 
of their research at home. Gardens were more than a space for repose and 
amusement, as they also functioned as the repository of fruits, vegetables, spices, 
and herbs,'° Women sometimes owned treatises on botany and gardening, or 
they ordered them.11  As part of their responsibility for the household they were 
supposed to have culinary and medical expertise. A noblewoman who actively 
searched for such knowledge was Clara von Zollenhardt (1447-1513), who 
lived in the Duchy of Cleve in her castle, Moyland. She owned writings on 
bloodletting, purgation, and the dressing of wounds, and on herbs and recipes 
for medical treatments. The texts were translated for her into the vernacular by 
a medical doctor, who also showed her how to use her home-grown medicines. 12 

Nor was the distinction between a workshop on the one hand, and gardens, 
kitchens, and basements on the other, clear in the case of scientific exploration. 
While studying in Padova in the 1540s, Andreas Vesalius was notorious for taking 
corpses to his lodgings and dissecting them there with his students. As kitchen 
personnel were trained to slaughter and pluck, they may have helped him in his 
anatomical studies too.'3  Others adapted their homes for scientific observations. 
Tycho Brahe lived in a palace designed by himself called Uraniborg, which at 
the same time served as a family residence, an astronomical observatory, and 
an alchemical laboratory. In the seventeenth century, astronomer Johannes 
Hevelius followed suit, albeit on a less grand scale, by constructing an enormous 
platform on his roof in Danzig from which he gazed at the stars.'4 
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FIGURE 4.3 Hans Holbein the Younger, Georg Gisze, 1532. 

In all these cases, however, the family remained the basic unit of knowledge 
production. Information and expertise could be passed on orally and by 
demonstration to sons, daughters, sons-in-law, and other household adherents. 
Family members played various roles as instructors and utilized different genres 
to convey knowledge and educate the next generation. Images and instruction 
manuals reveal that the mother was the foremost person responsible for child- 
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' rearing. By reading to their children, mothers imbued them with the most 

• A important norms of behavior and other religious guidelines. Advice books 
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emphasized the helpfulness of visual devices (images, objects, furniture) in the 
education of women and children. The possession of such utensils was certainly 
not confined to the elite. Inventories and wills show that many families owned 
cheap woodcuts, which were pinned to the walls of chambers. Images of 
saints provided models for exemplary behavior and introduced children to the 
routines of Christianity. Is  

In elite and middle-class households, mothers were likely to teach their 
offspring the beginnings of reading and writing. The more than 200 surviving 
letters to and from the sixty correspondents of Elizabeth Talbot, Countess 
of Shrewsbury, show that she and other female letter writers in the sixteenth 
century kept close epistolary watch on the training of daughters, younger 
sisters, and nieces. Often, this concerned training in housewifery (cooking, 
needlework, and the preservation of meat as well as the art of conversation). 
Talbot's contemporary, Susanna Darnell, ordered her daughter Elizabeth 
Vernon to take good "sisterly care" of her sister Mary, "for now she is yn 
makeng on mariag," adding that she was to "make her [sister] goe clenly & nete 
in her clothes and call on her for reading and writing." 

Mothers also provided counseling to sons who spent their youth elsewhere, 
advising them to study or learn a trade, although often their letters were not 
considered worth preserving. Nonetheless, collections of these letters can be 
found all over Europe, and reveal that children were drilled in the art of letter 
writing from an early age. They learned to ask the right questions and give 
the right answers and thus became inculcated in virtues such as modesty and 
honesty.17  Some didactic treatises address mothers and daughters specifically, 
with instructions on how to prepare themselves for their responsibilities at 
home and in society. In this vein, the Spanish humanist Juan Luis Vives wrote 
an illustrated guidebook showing mothers how to educate their daughters 
entitled De institutione feminae chrïstianae (The Education of a Christian 
Woman) (1525). Its popularity confirms that female book ownership and 
educational agency were common, although modern readers will be put off by 
Vives's advocacy of the three key female virtues: silence, piety, and obedience. 
He emphasizes the need for women to receive moral instruction and acquire 
knowledge of household crafts (how to work wool and flax, to spin, to weave, 
to sew), household administration, and basic medicine." 

A special area of female knowledge was that of obstetric and gynaecological 
expertise, even though the domain of "secrets of women" was increasingly 
claimed by institutionally trained male healers.'9  Miscellanies ordered or 
collected by women often contained gynaecological literature. Eucharius 
Rösslin's The byrth of mankynde newly translated out of  Laten  into Englysshe 
(1540) is most likely the first book on childbirth in English. It was originally 
written in German in the flourishing publishing center of Strasbourg in 1513. 
Such texts discuss manifold female problems, including prophylactics, meaning 
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that they were also consulted by nonprofessional women. In fact, secret texts 
both in manuscript and print were addressed to women and men, with the 
intention of reaching illiterate listeners via oral or visual communication,  10  

Sixteenth-century paintings convey the idea that St. Joseph was transformed 
from a henpecked husband into a vigorous masculine provider for the Holy 
Family, a model father who guided and guarded the education of his offspring, 
especially his boys.21  This reflects the growing importance of the father as pater 
farnilias, also functioning at a distance. The increasing volume of commercial 
correspondence includes many letters in which advice was given by patrons and 
fathers to apprentices or  soos  abroad. Letter collections produced by several 
German merchant families reveal this corrective take on education. Leonhart 
Tucher (d.1568), for instance, continuously instilled in his sons the criteria for 
becoming a successful merchant: the desire to be industrious, always to dress 
appropriately, and never to get carried away by emotions. When his son Sixtus 
did not obey, he was ordered to improve his life immediately and to report 
on his progress in letters on a regular basis. Such letters clearly functioned 
as personalized educational treatises, highlighting how to write for business 
purposes and to do accounting.22  

Wealthier households often employed a private tutor for the education of their 
sons, and sometimes even for their daughters. Desiderius Erasmus performed this 
task repeatedly. In his later life Erasmus had his own domestic space with farniili 
who helped him with his scholarly work.23  Educating, however, could also be 
done in written form. His De civilitate morum pueriliurn (A Handbook on Good 
Manners for Children) (1530) was an immediate success and remained so until 
well into the eighteenth century. Each generation needed guidance on how to 
turn rowdy boys into pillars of society. Next to teaching practical things, such as 
table manners and the right way of cleaning one's nostrils, Erasmus's instruction 
book includes counseling on posture and  habitus:  "The well-ordered mind of 
a boy [...] is most strongly manifested in the face—the eyes, should be calm, 
respectful, and steady: not grim, which is a mark of truculence; not shameless, 
the hallmark of insolence; not darting and rolling, a feature of insanity 1.. .1 nor 
should the eyes and eyelids be constantly blinking, a mark of the fickle,"24  

The overwhelming religious Content of most imagery and texts points 
to the fact that learning and becoming a good Christian were inextricably 
intertwined. The use of biblical and devotional manuscripts and early prints 
in private and semi-private domestic spaces by clerics and lay people alike has 
been dubbed the "domestication" of biblical knowledge .21  This genre reached 
merchant and artisan families, as texts were often published in the vernacular 
and in affordable small-book format, which could easily be read in an armchair 
or even in bed. Learning how to read biblical and devotional texts at home, 
and discussing them with family and friends, seems to have been commonplace 
in the houses of many people. This is exemplified by the sermons of itinerant  

preacher Bernardino  da  Feltre. In 1493, he exclaimed: "What does it mean, 
such an abundance of books filling every town and every house? [ ... ] All 
Christians cannot be excused because we have access to so much knowledge, 
or at least we are supposed to [.]. Who can excuse himself with some many 
books, preachers, confessors, religious men and laws?"" 

Various genres that facilitated the transfer of knowledge have been discussed: 
imagery and objects, Bibles in all sorts of formats—even special Bibles for 
children existed—, devotional literature on saints, prayer books, and letters. 
But the most typical genre of the Renaissance with a didactic streak was that of 
prescriptive literature. This "catch-all term" represents all kinds of instruction, 
the printing of which became a booming business and expanded rapidly in the 
early modern era. It ranged from household advice to architectural treatises, 
epistolary manuals, literary dialogues on the roles of men and women, 
agricultural manuals, and books on estate management, with topics including 
gardening, hunting, dancing, fencing, duelling, beekeeping, cooking, wine 
making, and distilling.27  In a broader educational sense these texts touch upon 
topics that helped to create a more encompassing feeling of well-being: that of 
good citizenship, which complemented personal and religious ideals. 

Already in the fifteenth century many manuscript miscellanies—collections of 
writing on various topics collected in one volume—had been produced. Scholars 
have coined different terms for these collections, varying from commonplace 
books to florilegia, from household to husbandry books.28  Early examples 
contain the basic tenets of the Christian faith, but soon texts of a moralistic-
didactic nature were added, intended to instruct family members and household 
staff in their civic duties. The varied subject matter of the numerous prescriptive 
writings, and the fact that they were targeted toward young and old, women and 
men, lay persons and clerics alike, attest to the potential market for manuals. 
An early sixteenth-century miscellany from the Dutch city of Deventer (British 
Library, Ms Sloane 345) is characteristic in composition and execution, also 
indicating that the transition from manuscript to print was gradual. It includes 
two incunable treatises on arithmetic next to medical information, cooking and 
other household advice, a liturgical calendar, love counseling, a recipe for the 
preparation of ink, and aesthetic tips and tricks. 

After the invention of printing, authors and publishers quickly recognized the 
possibility of financial gain in the production of instruction books. Erasmus's 
guide to good living was accompanied by numerous other how-to books that 
in general taught practical matters and showed how to transfer knowledge to 
others.2' The Venetian writing master Giovanni Antonio Tagliente is a typical 
example of such an author: the schoolmasters and secretaries who realized that 
they could capitalize on their expertise in the book market. He wrote a Libro 
maistrevole (Book of Mastery) in 1524 aimed at men and women who did not 
enjoy access to conventional schooling, promising to make them literate in 
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two months.3° The book was printed in clear lettering and layout, thus making 
learning as easy and agreeable as possible. Furthermore, Tagliente wrote a 
handwriting manual that went through thirty-five editions, a book on business 
arithmetic that was reissued at least twenty-seven times, guides to single- and 
double-entry book-keeping, a manual of commercial correspondence, and a 
collection of model love letters. Toward the end of his life he published the first 
book of embroidery patterns printed in Italy. His popularity was no exception; 
the continuity in the amount of prescriptive literature consulted at home from 
the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries is remarkable. Many manuscript texts 
were adapted for publication in print, then reissued and reworked for over two 
centuries. Everywhere, people felt a strong urge to become more knowledgeable 
in order to attain greater well-being for themselves, as well as for their family, 
friends, and colleagues. Such an orientation raises questions concerning the 
results of such educational programs, for which the ability to read, and to some 
extent also to write, seems to have been a precondition. 

PRODUCTIVE SPACES: THE WORKSHOP 

In the later Middle Ages, skilled workers were typically trained at the workplace 
or in the workshop. The system of apprenticeship ensured that young men and, 
to a lesser extent, women, acquired the necessary skills to exercise a craft or 
profession by entering into a formal contract, or indenture, with a guild master. 
The workplace was also a productive space for other reasons: the period of 
apprenticeship was formative because apprentices moved out of their parental 
home to stay with their master, who would prepare them to eventually become 
worthy guild masters and urban citizens. This made apprenticeship a key 
institution in the intergenerational transfer of economic capital, social status, 
and political power in late medieval and early modern Europe.31  

The mutual agreement between master and apprentice was written down 
in an indenture, set within the regulatory framework of the guild or urban 
authorities. On April 11, 1579, for example, a ropemaker and citizen from 
Frankfurt, Engelhart Zahn, took up the task of teaching Johann  Steek  the craft 
of ropemaking over a period of three years. His father, who was a schoolmaster 
in nearby Weilmünster, provided Johann with clothing throughout this period. 
In return, Zahn guaranteed that Johann would complete his training within the 
set period, on the penalty of paying compensation.32  In contrast to this concise 
example, other contracts contained detailed stipulations about the training, 
financial compensation, and conduct expected from the apprentice. Since the 
training and conduct of the apprentice concerned the reputation of the guild, 
and ultimately the urban community, guilds and civic authorities sometimes 
kept records of those who were enrolled as apprentices. In London, the names 
of the apprentices were entered into the city's books from the late thirteenth 
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century onwards, as this was a first step toward citizenship.33  In the same period, 
the Giustizia Vecchia, a Venetian court overseeing the city's guilds, kept track 
of the agreements between masters and apprentices in order to prevent or settle 
possible disputes .31 

The example of Johann  Steek  shows that not all sons succeeded their fathers 
in their trade or craft. In late medieval Strasbourg, for example, 30 percent of 
the guild members' sons opted for a different profession.35  The choice of a craft 
and master depended on the status of families, their connections, and the gender 
of the apprentice. In case of a match, the apprentice required a sponsor, often 
a family member or guardian, who sometimes paid a premium for training, or 
who posted a bond of surety to ensure that the apprentice kept the terms of the 
contract.36  Still, apprenticeship contracts were terminated regularly by mutual 
agreement if they no longer served to provide the desired training, labor, or 
social security. 

The age at which youths left their natal home to enter an apprenticeship 
varied, but in general girls were about twelve years of age and boys fourteen years 
or older. The length of the term depended on the trade or craft; it could range 
from two to ten years or more, although an average duration of two to three 
years was usual on the European mainland, In England, training tended to take 
longer, on average ten years. 37 Apprentices generally completed their training 
before turning twenty-five years old. The relatively long and close relationship 
between masters and apprentices meant that the former played an important 
role in the transition of the latter from childhood to adulthood.38  It was during 
their apprenticeship that youths acquired the social and communication skills 
required to function within the guild and urban community. 

The available sources reveal little about the forms of training that apprentices 
received. Some apprentices attended school during their indenture, implying 
that they acquired a basic grasp of reading and vriting. In 1622, for example, 
Pietro Mistran had to compensate his master, the Venetian apothecary Giacomo 
Picini, for the fact that he attended school in the first year of his apprenticeship .31 
The chances of learning how to read or write on the job were likely limited, 
even though masters were sometimes expected to teach their apprentices this 
art. The need to read and write varied among guilds, but the London goldsmiths 
complained at a meeting in 1469 about illiterate apprentices, "because it is 
unreasonable to expect an illiterate child or man to have as much understanding 
by wit and observation as a child or man who has both practical experience and 
can read,1140  

In any case, indentures primarily concerned the acquisition of factual and 
concrete knowledge of objects and operations, which required little abstract 
understanding. Apprentices acquired their skills and experience in a real-life 
setting, through demonstration and under supervision of their master, by trial 
and error, without wasting time, and with scarce resources to be spent on 
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FIGURE 4.4 Etienne Delaune, A goldsmith's shop, 1576. 

mere practicing (Figure 4.4). An analysis of apprenticeship contracts from 
early modern Antwerp shows that learning was an individual experience that 
was generally limited to the basic skills involved in the production process, unless 
it was agreed that specific specializations would be included in the contract.41  
Moreover, the transfer of skills was limited to the expertise of the master; it 
did not include training in the design procedures or managerial skills required 
for future self-employment. In some cases, dissatisfied apprentices walked 
away from their contracts. In 1601, for instance, the mother of Lambert van 
Brantzum defended her decision to keep her son at home before the court of 
the Dutch town of Leeuwarden, insisting that it was because his master let him 
grate grain and carry stones and sent him for messages rather than train him 
in the goldsmith's craft.42  

Apart from an entrance fee and a compulsory apprenticeship period, guilds 
increasingly required prospective members to deliver a masterpiece before they 
were accepted as free masters, The masterpiece did not signify the completion 
of an apprenticeship; it was, rather, a requirement for admission to a guild—a 
step that far from all apprentices made. The practice spread from the sixteenth 
century onwards, especially among artisanal guilds. Although the trial was 
intended to examine candidates or to ensure standards of quality, it primarily 
served to distinguish masters from nonmasters by acknowledging the importance 

of the skills of the former and thus protecting their profession from unqualified 
competitors 41  Among the early modern guild records are plans and scale models 
for masterpieces, but the majority are without instructions for design and 
product handling. Various manuals with recipes and techniques for craftsmen 
did exist, however, such as, for example, Giovanventura Rosetti's Plichto de 
l'arte de tentori (Instructions in the Art of the Dyers) (1548), for which the 
Venetian author collected various methods of dyeing textile fibers and drew on 
older anonymous treatises (Figure 4.5)44 Although the  artes  mechanciae were 
established in the central Middle Ages as a domain of study, written practical 
instructions and theoretical reflections remained limited on the workshop floor. 
Nonetheless, the treatises of the German humanist and artist Albrecht Dürer 
(1471-1528), such as his Underweysung der Messung mit dens Zirckel rind 
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FIGURE 4.5 Giovanventura Rosetti, Plichto de l'arte de tentori, 1548. 
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Richtscheyt (Instructions for Measuring with Compass and Straightedge) (1525), 
marked a growing interest in the theoretical underpinnings of the applied arts, 
drawing also on an older medieval tradition of drawn exempla.45  From the 
sixteenth century onwards, the practitioners of the visual arts—architecture, 
painting, and sculpture—increasingly distinguished themselves from those of 
the mechanical crafts in their emphasis on invention, drawing, and design. 
The gradual break by the artists away from the guilds became apparent in the 
founding of an Accademia delle arti del disegno in Florence in 1563 and an  
Academie  of fine arts in Antwerp a century later .46 

Knowledge transfer could also occur through the geographic mobility of 
apprentices, journeymen, and guildsmen, who traveled both regionally and 
internationally in their search for training and employment.47  In the German 
lands, the Gesellenwanderung was particularly common; this practice involved 
the traveling of journeymen, after completing their apprenticeship, to gain more 
experience before establishing themselves as masters.48  At times, the circulation 
of knowledge was perceived as harmful, as competitors could in this way obtain 
the know-how to manufacture similar products. The glassmakers in sixteenth-
century Murano, near Venice, for instance, strove to keep the secrets of their art 
within their ranks .41  Nonetheless, the mobility of skilled labor in late medieval 
and early modern Europe was an important catalyst of skill and knowledge 
acquisition, creating an environment conducive to technological innovation.50  

Not all apprentices aspired to become masters, choosing instead to settle 
for a basic level of training; but it is important to consider the openness of 
the apprenticeship system. To what extent did it pave the road to the status 
of master or citizen? In their admission policies, guilds often favored sons of 
masters over residents or immigrants. The former paid either no or substantially 
lower entry fees to become an apprentice or master, as was the case in the 
Flemish town of  Oudenaarde,  where the mercers raised the fees for citizens 
from 100 to 180 groats in 1478; foreigners even had to pay double this amount, 
while the entry fee for masters' sons remained unchanged at ten groats.53  The 
scale of the entry fees varied from place to place and between guilds, but they 
tended to present a substantial barrier, and increasingly so in the early modern 
era. Evidence from the Low Countries suggests that these fees were an important 
source of income for the guilds rather than a means to regulate the labor 
market,  52  A second hurdle was the step from apprenticeship to mastership. In 
early modern England, less than half of those enrolled as apprentices eventually 
obtained freedom, that is, the position of master.53  In sixteenth-century 
Flanders, less than a quarter of apprentices achieved the status of guild master. 
These numbers imply that many new masters were migrants who had completed 
their training elsewhere. Geographic mobility was an important factor for those 
aspiring to achieve social and economic promotion by becoming a master. For 
example, of the 685 new masters of the coopers' guild in Bruges between 1375 
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and 1500, 24 percent were previously registered as apprentices, 23 percent 
were sons of masters, and 53 percent were newcomers .54 

Masters, journeymen, and apprentices formed communities of practice, 
the latter to learn both the skills associated with their trade or craft and the 
values and norms that specified the behavior expected from guild members. In 
the urban Low Countries, guilds placed an ideological emphasis on the values 
of diligent labor, brotherly love, and charity, attributes that were performed 
during corporate festivities and public processions, and that also found literary 
expression.55  The behavior of journeymen could worry guild authorities, who 
at times organized themselves collectively for the purpose of peer sociability 
or to press political and economic demands. In the German lands, the group 
identity of the journeymen was expressed in the formation of associations that 
sometimes ran their own Trinkstuben, or drinking halls.56  Some guilds banned 
fraternization, while those in fifteenth-century London brought the "bachelor" 
associations under their control .57 

Although most apprentices were male, it was not uncommon for young 
women to enter an indenture in certain economic sectors. Opportunities 
for female apprentices depended on economic circumstances and cultural 
attitudes, and in general the crafts and trades in which they were employed 
were less profitable and prestigious, such as food production or cloth finishing. 
In many places there were no female or mixed guilds at all. Moreover, female 
apprentices were often orphan girls, suggesting it was also a fall-back option 
for the socially vulnerable who could not receive training within the family. 
Practices varied across late medieval and early modern Europe, but a decline 
of female apprenticeship from the fifteenth century onwards seems plausible, 
when the chances of women to obtain guild membership or citizenship 
generally deteriorated.58  In early modern Venice, 7 percent of the registered 
indentures concerned female apprentices, who were employed in the silk 
industries or in domestic service.59  In seventeenth-century Bristol, women 
were increasingly pushed out of formal apprenticeships due to competition 
in the labor market. Only 3 percent of the recorded contracts concerned 
female apprentices, two-thirds of whom were trained for housewifery, with an 
emphasis on domestic service and sewing.60  

Urban authorities and orphanages were aware that an apprenticeship offered 
a path to social security, and they endeavored to place orphans as apprentices. 
In the Low Countries, orphans often paid a lesser or no fee and did not board 
with their masters.61  The  Burgerweeshuis  in Amsterdam employed a teacher who 
taught the younger children, the girls working in the linen and wool workshops, 
and the older apprenticed boys how to read and write and use numbers.62  In 
early modern Augsburg, the city orphanage offered orphans the opportunity 
of an apprenticeship too;63  similarly, the orphanages in early modern Bologna 
and Florence made use of apprenticeships and domestic service to cover their 
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expenses and train boys and girls. Within the premises of the orphanage, 
girls were taught spinning and weaving under the supervision of specialized 
superintendents; they mainly worked to secure an income for these charitable 
institutions." Discipline and work ethic were as typical for this form of in-
house training as training and education, and the line between training and 
cheap (child) labor was thin. 

In 1498, the Venetian ambassador in London made an observation that 
reveals the different contemporary perceptions of apprenticeship; 

How little love the English feel is clearly demonstrated in their children, 
as, having fed them up to the age of seven or eight, they place them in the 
houses of others in servile service, forcing them there usually for seven or 
nine more years, both boys and girls. And these are called "apprentices", in 
which time they do the humblest tasks, and very few are born so high that 
they are exempt of this fate.65  

The practice of apprenticeship was clearly not as clear-cut as the tripartite 
hierarchical structure of apprentice-journeyman-master suggests. Apprentices 
constituted a significant (perhaps up to 10 percent) proportion of the urban, 
nonagricultural labor force, but many traders, artisans, and laborers were trained 
outside this system, informally or at home, and many did not complete the ideal 
trajectory needed to achieve the status of independent master and citizen." 
Consequently, the effectiveness of this institution in fostering human capital 
formation, technological transfer, and social mobility has been questioned, 
because the system of apprenticeship also allowed guilds to regulate the labor 
market and restrict access to training. Yet, those who were trained as apprentices 
profited from the skill premium (earning higher wages than unskilled workers) 
and took a first step toward gaining a more privileged economic and socio-
political status. Even though not everyone could enjoy this advantage, the shop 
floor was a critical transitionary space, moving from a domestic upbringing to a 
role as worthy guildsman and urban citizen. 

COMMUNAL SPACES: GOOD CITIZENSHIP 

The upbringing, schooling, and training of youths was more than a personal 
matter in late medieval and early modern Europe. Ultimately, youngsters were 
taught to become industrious and active members of the urban community. 
The prevailing attitudes toward knowledge and educational practices should 
therefore be placed in the context of the communal space. While urbanites 
together formed an ideal corpus Christianurn, the urban space was inhabited by 
multiple communities, of which those constituted by the collective activities of 
associations are of interest. By charting the ideological and spatial expressions 
of urban values of community and citizenship, the efforts of authorities, 
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associations, and citizens to pursue the common good in the realm of education 
and well-being are briefly explored. 

The symbolic performance of the civic community often took place in public 
spaces such as markets, streets, churches, town halls, or inns. From the late 
Middle Ages onwards many town halls became decorated with programs of 
government and citizenship. The Palazzo Pubblico of Siena, with its monumental 
frescoes depicting good and bad government introduced from the beginning of 
the fourteenth century, is one of the earliest examples, while the enormous 
reception room and tribunal of the Amsterdam town hall (1660s), articulating 
the town's glory alongside its civic virtues, stands at the end of this tradition. 
Smaller towns participated in this glorification of civic pride by ordering painted 
or carved ceilings and chimneypieces, while their iconographical programs 
revolved around themes of justice, mercy, and wisdom. 

Modern scholars use the notion of "civic religion" to describe the collectively 
experienced urban ideology oriented toward community building that was 
brought about by the interplay of various actors.'7  Cities and towns promoted 
their own values via religious cults: for instance, around patron saints, or 
civic and religious processions that were connected to annual fairs and other 
ceremonies. A telling example is the Dutch city of Alkmaar, which in the 1510s 
propagated a cult around a miracle of the Holy Blood and therefore asked the 
rector of the Latin school, Bartholomew of Cologne, to write an epic poem that 
combined the miracle with a glorification of the town's patrons, St. Matthew 
and St. Lawrence. Obviously, the school's pupils were required to read the 
poem and internalize the values and virtues it praised." 

The active participation of citizens in such ideological programs was also 
exemplified by the societies that gave expression to the so-called "Republic of 
Letters" in early modern Europe. Their common denominators were the creation 
of social gatherings, the establishment of community, and the provision of 
education, not to mention the polishing and refinement of upcoming urbanites 
encouraged to practice letters, arts, and music. Overall, the societies' efforts 
demonstrate an urge to acquire an education in order to become a respectable 
member of society. This goes for the learned academies that started off in Italy 
in the late fifteenth century and soon spread throughout Europe, as well as 
the various types of late medieval literary associations that made use of the 
vernacular.'9  

These voluntary literary associations, amongst other corporations such 
as trade and craft guilds, religious confraternities, and societies of students, 
were involved in public performances of urban identity. They emerged in the 
Middle Ages out of the need for relationships of trust; they also functioned as 
artificial families for urbanites who could no longer rely on kin or neighbors. 
Enrolling in such an association was the beginning of a new life, according 
to Gervase Rosser, as membership "was an assurance of credit and status in 
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society. "70  It enabled individuals to forge new social relationships that shaped 
their habits and identity as well as allowing the collective pursuit of earthly and 
devotional goals. Sociability played an important role in maintaining solidarity 
and individual respectability, and the custom of eating and drinking together 
could be extended to include communal reading and writing. 

The backbone of the literary associations were well-trained artisans, 
although members of urban and noble elites also gained access to their literary 
and theatrical practices. The first of these corporate literary associations 
dates from around 1200, but their heyday was in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, in Spain, France, England, the Low Countries, Italy, and southern 
Germany. Well-known are the companies of Meistergesang in Germany, the 
Netherlandish chambers of rhetoric, and the various learned academies of the 
Tuscan towns. The example of Hans Folz (1437-15 13) illustrates the varied 
activities and aims of these companies. He was a Nuremberg barber who wrote 
treatises on the plague and on bathing culture, but he also produced numerous 
Meisterlieder, or songs, on religious topics, and twelve Fastnachtsspiele, 
short plays for carnival occasions that made fun of farmers, burghers, and 
priests. Like the chambers of rhetoric, the Meistersinger held competitions 
for which prizes were presented. Usually the performances coincided with 
important Christian holidays, such as, Easter, Whitsunday, and Christmas. 
The Meistersinger did not have their own establishments, meaning that they 
found a home in inns or churches.7' 

The Netherlandish chambers of rhetoric had an equally old tradition and 
were still active in the seventeenth century. As legal bodies, the rhetoricians' 
associations gained civic privileges and subsidies and enjoyed the right to perform 
in public. In October 1606, for example, the Haarlem chamber  Trouw moet  
Blijcken (Loyalty needs Proof) organized a competition to which fourteen other 
chambers and the local Latin school and its rector, Cornelius Schonaeus, were 
invited. The richly dressed delegations made an official entrance into the city 
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Palace, which he wrote under the title School of Athens (c. 1510), illustrates the 
importance of this humanist educational environment. In the sixteenth century, 
academies were erected throughout Europe. Some of them remained private—
convening in the houses of its richest members—while others came under the 
patronage of rulers, acquired their own establishments, and took up public 
functions. At the start they were also products of an urban festive culture, just 
like the Meistersinger and the chambers of rhetoric. In 1520, the satirist Pietro 
Aretino (1492-1556), for instance, ironically remarked that "an academy, 
for exchanging the latest jokes, had not been founded in Mantua. 1174 Duke 
Cosimo I de' Medici patronized the Accademia Fiorentina, which organized 
a public lecture in a hall in the complex of the church of Santa Maria Novella 
every Sunday afternoon, Initially, the Academy supported free discussion, 
performative poetry, and theatre, but gradually it became an instrument of the 
Duke's cultural policy. 

These examples suggest that civic ideology was stimulated in Latin schools, 
chambers of rhetoric and learned academies, and the many processions 
that cut across the urban space (Figure 4.6). Their program is clear, but 
intriguingly the expressions of civic pride became louder when society 

through the  Houtpoort  and, led by a personification of Mercury (symbolizing 
the Art of Rhetoric), they headed to the  Nieuwe Doelen,  the headquarters of 
the civic militia. On arrival, the guests were received on stage by the Virgin of 
Haarlem, played by one of the local rhetoricians, who trampled Tyrannical 
Violence under her feet. At her side stood Pallas and Reason, holding the city's - - 

coat of arms. The statutes of several chambers reveal that they aimed to elevate 
the knowledge and skills of their members.72  The connection with an urban VU 
ideology revolving around justice, wisdom, and peace is overtly clear. In the 
Southern Netherlands the chambers were also involved both by the princely 

V  and urban authorities in the Joyous Entries of new sovereigns .73 
The first academies were informal gatherings in the studies and gardens of 

V Roman and Florentine scholars, who accordingly paid respect to Plato's school 
of philosophy at the Akademia, a sanctuary of the goddess Pallas  Athene  near  

Athens, Raphael's famous rendering of this discussion culture in the Vatican FIGURE 4.6 Master of James N of Scotland, Procession for Corpus Christi, c.1510-20 
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iireaay nerore tne circulation or tue ideas or sixteenth-century humanist 
reformers such as Vives about poverty, labor, and schooling, magistrates invested 
in education for the poor. For example, the Italian town of Arezzo appointed 
an abbaco teacher in 1450, who had to teach his students for free,78  as was 
common for town councils across Europe. The urban educational landscape 
took various forms, depending on the presence of ecclesiastical institutions and 
the needs of citizens and inhabitants of the surroundings and countryside. In 
addition to the schools attached to religious houses or churches and the Latin 
or grammar schools, many unauthorized (but condoned) schools emerged in 
late medieval cities that taught more pragmatic literacy and numeracy skills, 
including foreign languages and account-keeping, to children,79  

') 

became more hierarchical and sovereigns claimed a more defined role in 
government. The intended public of town hall decorations was, in fact, the 
political elite, who were meant to rule in adherence to their principles and 
in such a manner that the commune could and would live in accordance 
with them. Urban ideological programs went hand in hand with the growing 
intervention of secular authorities in their subjects' daily lives, buttressed by 
prevailing discourses on good governance and the common wheal .71  Apart 
from improving urban prosperity and wealth, the expansion of authorities' 
responsibilities strengthened their control of society. But self-interest and 
social disciplining do not fully explain why urban magistrates took an interest 
in public well-being. The creation of training and employment opportunities 
for vulnerable groups; the recruitment of experts such as school teachers, 
physicians, and midwives; and the appointment of public health employees, 
reflected a communal attitude toward knowledge, education, and expertise 
that extended beyond the circle of the ruling elites .76 

In the urban context, honor was closely tied to work, and therefore 
authorities and guilds strove to safeguard respectable labor, although what 
these efforts were has not yet been fully researched. In any case, urban 
magistrates across Europe sought to provide training for orphans and poor 
youths, as the opening example of  Hulst  illustrates, so that they could 
eventually provide reputably for themselves. Pauper children were often 
apprenticed for the same reason. This practice was formalized by the English 
Poor Law of 1601, even though it often resulted in the exploitation of the 
youngsters as cheap laborers. In response to an economic crisis, Norwich set 
up an ambitious employment scheme (with moralistic undertones) in 1571 to 
put the able poor to work as well as to teach children and women various basic 
skills, while the Bridewell—a house of correction—served as a deterrent for 
the indolent.  77  The town of Augsburg, by comparison, initiated the building 
of an enormous town hall in 1590; according to a cornerstone, for the relief 
of the needy construction workers. Thus, town councils developed various 
policies reflecting their understanding of economic circumstances to improve 
the conditions of their subjects. 

Apart from university-trained rectors and school teachers, town 
councils employed medical experts and public health officials to mitigate 
the environmental hazards of urban life. Again, the circulation of medical 
knowledge through short vernacular guides, drawing on classical and Islamic 
texts and based upon the principles of the regimen sanitatis, as well as on 
Christian and civic notions about good citizenship, informed the policies of 
magistrates. Several city-specific regimens were written for Italian cities in the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries to advise urbanites on the health 
problems they might face in specific neighborhoods,  10  Some town dwellers 
may have experienced the increasing number of laws aimed at regulating 
and sanitizing the public space as annoying, but other members of the urban 
population were familiar with their underlying medical beliefs. Doctors, 
surgeons, and midwives were often paid by the town to attend the poor for 
free, sometimes on a structural basis but also in the shorter term, as was the case 
in late medieval Montpellier during outbreaks of pestilence.81  In 1463, Leiden 
contracted Margriete Wechels, a "most competent" midwife from Antwerp, 
for a ten-year term to assist the town's pregnant women and to train local 
midwives.82  The growing control of formally appointed medical experts was 
also exemplified by town physician Pieter van Foreest (1521-97), who wrote 
against quackery and took exams from other medical practitioners in Alkmaar 
and Delft.83  In short, good governance and good citizenship were put into 
practice in the communal space. The appreciation of the benefits of knowledge 
and education for the common good and individual honor accounts for the 
efforts that authorities and citizens made to improve collective and personal 
well-being, even though urbanites did not enjoy equal access to the various 
public services. 

CONCLUSION 

The home, the workplace, and the community were interlinked urban spaces 
in late medieval and early modern Europe, where knowledge, skills, and habits 
were acquired, transformed, and transferred. The long-term impact of these 
educational processes on society is difficult to measure, but the evidence is 
clear that there was an emerging recognition of the value of knowledge and 
education for both the individual and the collective, which had a cumulative 
societal impact. Three conclusions support the conception of cities as layered 
knowledge communities in which intellectual engagement, formal education, 
and skill acquisition offered men and women new possibilities for personal 
development, but also reinforced existing social relations and hierarchies. 

First, educational practices in late medieval and early modern cities were 
situated in different but overlapping spaces tied together by social networks and 
institutions. Incentives to pursue schooling and training varied accordingly, but 
self-fashioning was supposed to be to the advantage of family and friends, the 
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guild, or the urban community. Knowledge and skills had to be put into practice 
through behavior and labor, as good Christians and worthy citizens. Western 
European urban society constituted a conducive environment for education and 
sociability, albeit with regional variation and the existing, but probably gradual, 
differences between town and countryside.54  

Second, while the transmission of knowledge was still largely predicated 
upon face-to-face interaction and oral instruction, the wider attainment of 
reading and writing skills in this period is evident, It is hard to define and 
determine literacy or numeracy rates for the later Middle Ages, which varied 
according to place, time, class, and gender. With the exception of the more 
urbanized areas of central and northern Italy and the southern Low Countries, 
schooling and literacy rates were initially relatively low, although they rose 
across Europe from the fifteenth century onwards.ss  Illiterate people could of 
course take advantage of literate family members, friends and neighbors, or 
solicit the services of public notaries or professional clerks. Other indicators of 
the growing importance of formal education and training come from the spread 
of various types of schools and the impressive wealth of manuscript and book 
production in the later Middle Ages. These books were increasingly accessible 
to the public due to lower prices and the gradual opening of private libraries to 
a broader urban readership from the sixteenth century onwards. 

Finally, education opened new opportunities for ambitious men, whether 
they pursued a career as merchant, civic official, or artisan, which could result 
in better material conditions, higher status, and upward social mobility. These 
opportunities were less obvious for women, although they were not entirely 
excluded from schooling, skilled labor, or communities of reading. Overall, 
the availability of educational institutions and practices of vocational training, 
and the accessibility of knowledge stored in books, indicate that human capital 
formation and knowledge accumulation were common phenomena in Western 
Europe by 1500.16  As new knowledge communities and educational practices 
emerged in response to societal needs, they proved to have a positive impact on 
economic growth in the following centuries, acting also as powerful incentives 
for "revolutions" such as the confessional reformations and the Scientific 
Revolution. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Learners and Learnino- 
ty 

JEAN-LUG LE CAM 

The years 1450 to 1650 constitute, from the point of view of learning, a 
period of major upheavals. These changes concern three essential aspects. 
First was the extension, on a scale never seen before, of education in schools 
to additional social groups, which also meant social demand was asserting 
itself strongly, beyond any school policy or religious intent. Secondly, it was 
the moment when the changing cultural context represented by resurgent 
humanism, combined with the movement for religious reforms, led to 
proposals for a fundamental transformation of the objectives and content 
of education and training. These developments and their details will be 
examined further in the next chapter. What concerns us here is how these 
programs received attention and were interpreted differently according 
to the expected role of each in a range of countries with different social 
classes. Finally, beyond these expectations, the multiple resources that recent 
developments put within the reach of individuals and their families allowed 
them to organize an educational path for themselves, corresponding as much 
as possible to their interests and ambitions. 

Asking these educational questions from the learners' point of view is 
relatively new in historiography, which has tended to take the viewpoint of the 
teaching institution and school policy.' It is true that the remaining sources are 
essentially the o,'ndi,,-t r,Ç -.-..,, h..- .- .. -I.,,-. -  --- ---- --- 

around  - w turn  arouna 
the sources' point of view by taking the side of the student. Moreover, some of 
them, such as college and university registers, are intended to follow the users 
of these institutions. They must be supplemented by the (auto)biographical 
narratives that began to flourish at this time.' In Lutheran Germany, the widely 
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